
Scientific 

Method 

Proof of Concept 

Test an idea for feasibility 

Prototype 

Evaluate & learn from early model 

Pilot 

Evaluate market-readiness 

Identify 

Question,        

Problem,   

Opportunity 

What ideas and concepts need to be     

proven before we will have confidence in 

the feasibility of this product? 

 

What aspects of this product do we 

need to explore to feel confident that 

the product and its experience will 

meet the target audience’s needs? 

Are we confident that this product 

is ready to go to market in full-

scale?  

If not, in what ways do we feel 

that the product is not yet market 

ready? 

Are there aspects of the product 

that we need to experience      

operationally in order to fully    

understand how it will be used or 

how we will support it? 

Perform 

Preliminary 

Research 

What technical or market research has 

been performed? Do reliable sources    

indicate that the idea is likely feasible? 

Have other companies or institutions     

implemented this idea? If so, why do we 

question its feasibility? 

Has market research been performed 

on this product in the past? If so, what 

insights were gained?  

Are there recent market changes 

that might impact the product that 

need to be validated or explored? 

Define        

Hypothesis 

What specifically are we trying to prove? 

What do we expect the result to be?       

What is our current confidence level in the 

idea’s feasibility? 

 

What are the specific objectives of the 

prototype? 

At the end of the experiment, what will 

we better understand? 

 

What are the specific objectives 

of the pilot?  

What risks are we trying to       

mitigate? What do we need to 

learn operationally? 

Critical Questions for Experimentation 
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Conduct    

Experiment 

What form will the POC take?  

What is the absolute minimum effort     

required to gain proof? 

What sample size (of users, transactions, 

etc) is needed to establish confidence in 

the results? 

 

What form will the prototype take?  

What is the absolute minimum effort 

needed to satisfy the objectives? 

Will participants view or interact with 

it? 

Who is the audience? Are specific  

demographics being targeted? 

What sample size (of users,         

transactions, etc) is needed to        

establish confidence in the results? 

What information security, legal, or 

regulatory requirements must be    

satisfied by the prototype?  

What form will the pilot take? 

What features/functions will NOT 

be in the pilot that would be    

needed to make the product     

market-ready?  

Who is the audience? Are we   

confident that audience will be 

open to experimentation? 

How long will the pilot be conduct-

ed? What is the exit strategy? 

How will we provide support?  

How will we manage reputational 

risks? 

Analyze    

Results 

What, specifically, will we measure or 

evaluate? Why?  

What value will measuring or evaluating 

those things bring? 

How will we measure, and how often? 

What, specifically, will we measure or 

evaluate? Why?  

What value will measuring or         

evaluating those things bring? 

How will feedback be collected and 

analyzed?  

What, specifically, will we measure 

or evaluate? Why?  

What value will measuring or       

evaluating those things bring? 

How will feedback be collected and 

analyzed?  

Form       

Conclusion 

What will success look like?  

What level of reliability is required in order 

to claim success? 

What are the consequences if our         

hypothesis is wrong? 

What will success look like for     

quantitative and qualitative results? 

What are the consequences if our         

hypothesis is wrong? 

 

 

What will success look like for   

quantitative and qualitative results? 

How will results be used to improve 

the market-ready product? Is time/

budget provided to allow this      

feedback to be effectively utilized?  

Critical Questions for Experimentation  


